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ELEGANT STYLING, 
SERENE SETTING 
AND GLORIOUS 

VIEWS
Only a short stroll from the centre of Bourne End, Donkey Lane is a tucked 

away yet highly convenient position. Large detached homes are fitting 

for the superb riverside location, many built by the residents themselves 

creating a pleasing variety of styles and sizes, each individually impressive. 

Fulbeck Court is immediately attractive with a wide frontage and broad elevations. 

The  12 year old home boasts modern architecture and careful attention to 

detail, evident when realising that everything has been raised above flood level.

The driveway provides parking for several cars whilst the large integral 

double garage and private grass bank opposite are great when guests 

arrive.  There is a through and through boat house which can provide 

easy river access if desired, with a little landscaping to the garden. 

Steps rise to the house entrance where tall windows suggest lots of exciting 

features lie beyond...





Every practicality has been considered 
and no expense spared in the design, 

creating a magnificent luxury home...

The entrance hall leads to four generous bedrooms, three have fantastic 

garden views with the central room boasting double doors opening onto 

the rear patio, whilst the smallest is a comfortable double or home office.  

There is a handy utility room with basin, cupboards and white goods, 

plus side access for gardening. The family bathroom is large and bright 

with a white suite and  separate shower cubicle. Throughout the house 

are carefully selected materials, stair handrails are crafted from Hemlock 

as are most of the exposed timbers, whilst the interior doors are Ash.  

The stairs lead up to the split level landing with guest cloakroom, the open plan 

design is inviting with full height windows allowing plenty of sunlight in. To the front 

is the sumptuous master suite; a huge, vaulted triple-aspect bedroom with fitted 

wardrobes and a large ensuite bathroom, a decadent yet relaxing space. Across 

the landing is the awe-inspiring double reception room; as the centre-piece of the 

property it boasts wonderful dual aspect with natural light flooding in through large 

windows and doors. The chimney divides the 28ft room into two areas and houses a 

modern dual aspect gas fire...

• Privately owned road, broad plot

• Handsome modern architecture

• Superb  kitchen-breakfast room

• Incredible vaulted double reception

• Full width terrace overlooking garden and river 

• Spacious integral double garage plus boathouse

LOCATION

Donkey Lane is the perfect town and country location with a distinctly tucked 

away feeling despite having a plethora of amenities close to hand. Bourne 

End town centre is an easy stroll and provides everything for day to day needs 

including the train station which links to Maidenhead, where Crossrail is 

nearing completion, making this a superb option for London city commuters.

Stunning River Thames scenery is on the doorstep offering a multitude 

of outdoor pursuits with the Upper Thames Sailing Club close by, 

numerous walking routes on either side of the river, and lots of open 

green spaces to explore. Access to the M4 and M40 motorways are both 

simple providing excellent road links into London and out to the West. 

There are excellent schools both locally and in nearby Marlow, Maidenhead 

and Beaconsfield with an abundance of choices to suit individual needs.





Outside, the incredible rear garden faces south and west and has been 

meticulously cared for. Planting affords privacy for the bedrooms and two 

lovely seating areas, with shady corners to escape the sun. The vibrant and 

mature borders include wonderfully scented long-flowering shrub roses. 

Gates lead to the riverbank where two, seven metre shared 

jetties provide ample moorings. This stretch of the Thames is 

particularly active with an ever-changing view and delightful events 

taking place including various regattas and recreational sailing. 

Constructed only 12 years ago by the current owners, the specification 

and design is extensive, further information is available if required.   

• Beautifully presented, neutral decor throughout 

• Stunning riverside garden

• Two moorings, generous river frontage

• Secluded seating areas

• Attractive individual design

Two sets of patio doors offer gorgeous river views to the west and open onto 

the full width balcony. This wonderful 12m x 2.5m area is ideal for summertime 

entertaining with atmospheric views over the gardens and across the river, 

perfect for al-fresco dining. The balcony also has further patio doors from the 

fantastic kitchen-breakfast room which offers a practical and contemporary 

layout with smart modern fittings. Cleverly designed to maximise the space 

there is an attractive informal dining area where you can watch the boats sail past. 



For more information or to arrange a viewing contact us on...

t: 01628 947 888     e: enquiries@barkerstone.co.uk

www.barkerstone.co.uk

These particulars are not an offer of contract nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Barker Stone Ltd in these particulars, 
by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Barker Stone Ltd has no authority to 
make any representations about the property and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, 
seller(s) or lessor(s). Photography is limited to certain parts of the property as it appeared at the time they were taken.
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